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Disclaimer

Neurosoft disclaims all warranties in relation to this software, whether express or implied, including but 
not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, and all such 
warranties are expressly and specifically disclaimed. Neither Neurosoft nor anyone else who has been 
involved in the creation, production, or delivery of this software shall be liable for any indirect, 
consequential, or incidental damages arising out of the use or inability to use such software even if 
Neurosoft has been advised of the possibility of such damages or claims. In no event shall Neurosoft's 
liability for any damages ever exceed the price paid for the license to use the software, regardless of the
form of claim. The person using the software bears all risk as to the quality and performance of the 
software.
Some states do not allow the exclusion of the limit of liability for consequential or incidental damages, so
the above limitation may not apply to you.
This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Oregon and shall inure to the benefit of 
Neurosoft and any successors, administrators, heirs and assigns. Any action or proceeding brought by 
either party against the other arising out of or related to this agreement shall be brought in a STATE or 
FEDERAL COURT of competent jurisdiction located in Linn County, Oregon. The parties hereby consent
to in personam jurisdiction of said courts.
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Introduction

Nihongo Sensei is a program written in Windows that displays a word in Japanese characters and uses 
the sound card to say the word simultaneously. The user inputs vocabulary words to study and the 
program creates a quiz. The program can also print quizzes with scores, edit quizzes in Japanese, and 
keep statistics of progress. The user can concentrate on certain words for repeated practice based on 
previous scores.    The program teaches Japanese vocabulary words with both visual and auditory 
prompts.



About Neurosoft

Neurosoft was founded in the spring of 1993 by myself (Ben Gerdemann.) Currently Neurosoft's only 
product is Nihongo Sensei, but several more products are expected to be released by the end of the year. 
At this time I'm a junior attending West Albany High School.



Taking a Quiz

Purpose

To show Japanese words in a quiz and have user input English

Overview

The two percentage bars on the screen keep track of your progress.    The top one keeps your score on 
the current quiz. The bottom one shows how well you know the current word. For example if you have 
missed the word 'sakana' five times and got it right once the bottom bar would show 1 of 6.

Steps
1. Start at the main screen
2. Double click on a quiz on the left
3. When the quiz windows appears type the English translation for the displayed word
4. Repeat step three until the button says done
5. Choose done



Creating a Quiz

Purpose

To give a new quiz a filename and description

Steps
1. Start at the main screen
2. Click New Quiz
3. Type a DOS filename on the right and an 80 character description on the left
4. Choose OK
5. Edit your new quiz (See Editing a Quiz)



Editing a Quiz

Purpose

To add new words, delete words, change words, change the quiz name and reset scores.

Steps
1. Start at the main screen
2. Click on a quiz to edit
3. Click on Edit Quiz

To change a word
1. Click on the part of the word (English or Romaji)
2. Type the new text
3. Press return

To delete a word
1. Place the cursor on the word to delete
2. Click Delete Problem

To add a word
1. Click Add Problem
2. Fill in the English and Romaji for the word at the bottom of the screen
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Quizzes

Quizzes are an important part of Nihongo Sensei.    A quiz is a file with English words and their Japanese
translations.    Also inside the quiz is a percentage score for each word.    Every time you take a quiz the 
file is updated to show how many times you correctly translated a word and how many times you did not.
These statistics are used to group vocabulary words in a quiz into three different levels (easy, medium, 
and hard.)



Japanese Language

The Japanese language consists of three character sets; kanji, hiragana and katakana.    Hiragana and 
katakana have 42 different characters that represent the 56 syllable sounds of Japanese.    These 
syllable sounds create all the words in spoken Japanese.    Hiragana and katakana use different 
characters to represent the same set of sounds.    Some of these 42 characters are just the same 
character drawn smaller and said the same such as " ."    These small characters are combined 
with larger characters to make stretch sounds.    Katakana is used to write words borrowed from foreign 
languages and hiragana is used for Japanese words.    Kanji has over ten thousand characters and each
character represents on word or idea.
To write these different character sets with English letters, romaji was invented.    Romaji is a technique 
for writing Japanese sounds with the English alphabet.    For example "ikimasu" (e-key-ma-sue) is written
in romaji and means "to go."    The four syllables are represented by four hiragana characters "

."
Nihongo Sensei uses hiragana because katakana has only limited usage in Japanese and kanji is not 
based on a phonetic system.    Nihongo Sensei uses romaji for the input of Japanese words because most
users will have a keyboard with only English keys.    Romaji is kept to a minimum because it is important 
for the Japanese language student to learn Japanese characters and not to rely on romaji.
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Table of Hiragana and Romaji

The following is a list of the romaji arranged in rows of sounds.    To separate ambiguous phrases use a 
period.







Program Screens

Main Screen
Quiz
Edit Quiz
New Quiz
Quiz Statistics
Options



Main Screen

Shows a list of quizzes on the left and series of actions to perform with them on the right.

Take Quiz

Starts taking the currently selected quiz.

Edit Quiz

Brings up the edit window, for changing the words in the quiz, changing the quiz name, deleting words 
and adding words.

New Quiz

Creates a new quiz.

Print Quiz

Prints the current quiz.

Delete Quiz

Deletes the current quiz.

Info

Displays information on the current quiz including, average scores, number of problems, and difficulty 
level of problems.

Options

Choose how the quiz is displayed, adjust sound, and choose level of difficulty for a quiz.

Exit

Quit Nihongo Sensei.



Take Quiz

Shows Japanese words in a quiz and have the user input English.

Functions

Speaks the word as it is shown on the screen.
Prompts user for English translation.
Keeps track of score on current quiz.
Keeps score on individual word.
Notifies user of correct translation if they are incorrect.



Edit Quiz

Allows editing of Japanese and English translations in a quiz.
To change words simply click on the English on romaji you wish to change and type in the new text and 
press return.    You cannot change the hiragana automatically; when you change the romaji Nihongo 
Sensei will update the hiragana for you.

Update

Translates all romaji into hiragana and displays it on the screen.    This function is not usually necessary, 
because the hiragana should be changed automatically.

Save

Saves the quiz.

Delete Problem

Deletes the vocabulary word that the cursor is on.

Add Problem

Adds a vocabulary word at the end.

Quiz Name

Changes the name of the quiz.

Clear Scores

Clears the scores on all vocabulary words.

Exit

Returns to the main menu.



New Quiz

Creates a new quiz.    Prompts for a filename and description.

Filename

DOS filename to give the quiz.

Description

An 80 character description for the quiz.    This name will be used to identify your quiz.



Quiz Information

Shows statistics on a selected quiz

Quiz name

The full name of the quiz.

Number of problems

The number of vocabulary words in this quiz.

Quiz score

The overall score you have on the quiz.

Easy, Medium, Hard problems

The number of easy, medium and hard problems in this quiz based on your past performance.    A quiz 
that you know well will have very few hard problems and mostly easy and medium problems.    If you 
have scored poorly on a quiz the results will show many hard problems with few easy or medium 
problems.



Options

Change the way quizzes are taken including the use of sounds and characters.    Adjusting the difficulty 
level and the way the sounds are spoken.

Quiz

Choose how you want the quiz to be taken.
Word and Sound--The word is shown in hiragana and spoken
Just Word--The word is only shown in hiragana
Just Sound--The word is not shown in hiragana.    It is only spoken.

Level

All Words--Include all the vocabulary words when taking a quiz
Hard, Medium, Easy Words--Use only a certain level of words when taking the quiz.    The numbers in 
parenthesis after your choice indicate the range of percentage scores on this level.    For example if you 
choose Hard Words (0-20), you would take a quiz with all the words that you scored 20% correct on or 
worse.

Sound Speed

Change the scroll bar and click test until, the word "konichiwa" sounds correct.




